Truly Environmentally Friendly
Hydraulic Fluids

Your reputation. Your turf. Peace of mind.

All the difference in the world.
EnBio TCS® hydraulic fluids have been designed with the superintendent in mind. There is nothing worse than
discovering hydraulic oil burns on your course just before the next big event. After years of development, we have
designed the perfect fluid that will not kill your turf and will outperform any alternative on the market. There is no
longer a need to sacrifice performance for biodegradability. Welcome to the next generation of hydraulic fluids
designed specifically for you.

Environmental Benefits

Performance Benefits

Biodegradable chemistry - Will not form sludge, varnish or
deposits on cylinders and valves. OECD 301B/301F, Readily
Biodegradable.

Extended maintenance intervals - Our fluids last anywhere
from 2 to 4 times longer than anything you are currently
using. It is all in our chemistry.

Water soluble - A simple water flush is all that is required
for cleanup. No turf removal, replanting or messy clean
up. Douse your spill with ample amounts of water and your
problem is solved.

Enhanced system performance - Since our fluids do not
shear (a chemical breakdown process from temperature and
pressure), systems that use EnBio fluids have better overall
efficiency, constant operating performance, and are less
likely to “bog” down when stressed.

Will not kill grass - Many alternatives claim this, but as you
know, it is simply not true. EnBio is the only fluid designed
specifically to not kill grass when spilled.

Superior performance characteristics - High Viscosity Index,
Outstanding Anti – Wear, Lower operating temperatures,
Excellent Coefficient of Friction, Extended equipment life,
Lower operating costs.

Your business is our business.

Just like picking the right club.

There is nothing more important to the EnBio
TCS® family than a satisfied superintendent. We
partner with our customers and are ready to help
answer your questions or lend a helping hand. We
encourage you to ask around, our biggest fans are
our existing customers!

Get the performance that you expect. Season after
season, EnBio has gained in popularity as EnBio
TCS’s benefits are realized in great operations
around the country. Our team is standing by to
help you make the switch, you will be glad you did.
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